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MAXIMAL ABELIAN SUBALGEBRAS OF

VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS AND

REPRESENTATIONS OF EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS

BY

COLIN E. SUTHERLAND

Abstract. We associate to each pair (911, (?), (with 911 a von Neumann algebra, and

(? a maximal abelian subalgebra) a representation a of the Takesaki equivalence

relation 9l(?>lt, (?) of (9H, (?) as automorphisms of a 1^ factor. Conversely each

such representation a of 91 on (X, ¡i) as automorphisms of 33(3C) determines a von

Neumann algebra-abelian subalgebra pair S'(9i, a) = (9L, 9J) where 91 is the

commutant of the algebra of "self-intertwiners" for a and 95 = Vo( X, \i) ® 1 on

L2(X,p.) ® %. The main concern is the assignments (911, (?) -> ?T(91l, (?) =

(9L(9!l, (?), a) and (91, a) -» S'CH, a), and in particular, the extent to which they

are inverse to each other—this occurs if 91 is countable nonsingular and a is

(conjugation by) a projective square-integrable representation (cf. [8]), or if (? is a

Cartan subalgebra (cf. [5]), among other cases. A partial dictionary between the

representations (91, a) and pairs (9H, (?) is given—thus if 91 is countable nonsingu-

lar and a is what we term replete, 5'(9l, a) is injective whenever 91 is amenable, and

a complete Galois theory generalizing that for crossed products by discrete groups is

available. We also show how to construct various pathological examples such as a

singular maximal abelian subalgebra (? ç 9H for which the Takesaki equivalence

relation 91(911, (?) is nontrivial.

Introduction. This paper introduces and studies a special kind of maximal abelian

subalgebra for von Neumann algebras. These subalgebras, which we term complete,

are proper generalizations of regular abelian subalgebras (i.e. those whose normal-

izers in the ambient von Neumann algebra generate the ambient algebra), and yet

are, in many respects, as well behaved and determining as regular abelian subalge-

bras are.

Throughout, a fundamental role is played by the notion of a (measurable)

representation a of an equivalence relation <5l on a measure space (T, p) as

automorphisms of the type 1^ factor %5(%0). Such a representation is a Borel map

a: (y, y') E 6X - a(y, y') E Aut(93(3C0)) with a(y, y')a(y', y") = a(y, y") for

(y> y"), (y', y") E CU. Each representation (<3l, a) determines a von Neumann

algebra-abelian subalgebra pair (91L, &) = S'C3l, a), where 911 is the commutant of

the "algebra of sections" of a, and & is isomorphic with L°°(r, p) (both acting on

L2(T, p) ® %0). Conversely, to each von Neumann algebra-maximal abelian subal-

gebra pair (911, &), Takesaki has associated an equivalence relation "31(911, &); we
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associate also a representation a(91t, &) of 61(911, &); we denote (51(911, &),

a(9H,#)) by 3(911, £).
The complete abelian subalgebras are those pairs (911, (?) for which 5'(?T(91L, &))

= (9lt, (Î); the paper then is concerned with the interplay between complete pairs

(911, ÉE) and representations 5(911, t?). §1 is preliminary, while §2 investigates

elementary properties of the assignment (51, a) -> S'(6A, a). In §3 we introduce the

Takesaki relation alluded to above, and also the notion of completeness for pairs

(911, t£), and, dually, for pairs (51, a). Every pair (911, &) or (51, a) is shown to

have a canonical completion. We also give necessary and sufficient conditions for

conjugacy of complete maximal abelian subalgebras, and an example of a pair

(911, &) where â is singular maximal abelian, but for which 51(911, 6Ü) is not trivial,

thus answering a question raised by Takesaki.

In §4 we establish a partial dictionary between pairs (911, &) and (51, a); thus

tl E 9TLis regular if and only if (911, &) = S'(6A, a) for some representation of some

equivalence relation 51 with countable equivalence classes and which is nonsingular

in a suitable sense. We characterize those (911, &) with 911 type I or a factor in terms

of 51(911, &), and show that amenability 51 in the sense of Zimmer implies

injectivity of the algebras S(5l, a)'. In §5 certain concrete representations t" of in

are given; these are analogues of the left regular projective representations of groups,

and they are used to give necessary and sufficient conditions for & C 91L to be a

Cartan subalgebra in the terminology of Feldman and Moore. Specifically, tí E 911

is Cartan if and only if it is complete and a(91t, &) is equivalent in a suitable sense

to t" for an appropriate w G 772(5l,T). Finally, §6 gives a Galois correspondence

between complete subequivalence relations of 51 and subalgebras of 911 = S(5l, a)'

which are intermediate between â and 911 and which are complete (over 6?, ).

This work clearly has much in common with other recent papers; in particular, the

notion of "algebra of sections" generalizes the more familiar crossed products (see

[13,15]) as well as the idea of extensions of [13]; this notion was suggested by

Mackey in [10] and used in a context similar to ours in [8]. This paper originated in

an attempt to understand better regular subalgebras, and clearly owes much to the

work of Feldman and Moore in [4,5]. Also, to some extent, our results complement

recent work of Connes on noncommutative integration—see Springer Lecture Notes,

vol. 725—especially in §4 where we consider "countable nonsingular" equivalence

relations (51, T, p). Even so, for our purpose, it is vital to consider measures ¡u which

are not nonsingular, and hence not of the form A„ for any transverse measure A and

transverse function v on 51.

Representations of equivalence relations.

1. Preliminaries. Let T be a standard Borel space; we shall be considering analytic

equivalence relations on T, i.e. equivalence relations 51 E Y X T which are analytic

as subsets of T X T, together with Borel measures p on T. We refer to (51, T, ¡i) as

an analytic equivalence relation on (T, p). For y ET, set 5l(y) = {y': (y, y') E 51},

and for E ET, set 5l(£) = U (51(y): y E E), the saturation of E. Since 51 is

analytic, 5t(7T) is analytic whenever E is (see [11] for undefined terminology).
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For E C T, set 51 |E = 51 n (E X E); 51 \E is the reduction of 51 by E; if E is

conull (i.e. p(T — E) = 0), 511£ is an inessential reduction (abbreviated i.r.) of 51.

Definition 1.1. Analytic equivalence relations (51, T, p) and (§>, Q, v) are iso-

morphic if there are inessential reductions in1 |E, § \F and a Borel bijection <P: £ -> F

with y ■ $ equivalent to p and (y, y') E 511£ if and only if (4>(y), $(y')) G S |F.

The group of all automorphisms of (51, I\ p) is denoted Aut(51,p); isomor-

phisms are to be identified if they agree on some i.r. Those automorphisms $ of

(51, T, p) for which (y, $(y)) G 51 a.e. will be called inner, and the set of all such

denoted Int(5l, p).

Throughout, %0 denotes a fixed, separable, infinite dimensional Hubert space,

93(3C0) the bounded operators on %0, and Aut(^CÍK0)) the automorphism group of

93(9C0), with the usual Borel structure [3].

Definition 1.2. A representation a of (51, T, p) in %0 is a Borel map a:

5l|£ -> Aut(99(3C0)), where p(T — E) — 0, satisfying a(y, y')a(y', y") = a(y', y")

for all (y, y') and (y', y") in 51 \E.

We shall use (51, a) to denote a representation of (51, T, p).

Given representations (51, a) and (51,/?) we may form their tensor product

a ® ß, a representation in %0 <8> %0 by setting (a <8> yS)(y, y') = a(y, y') ® ß(y, y').

The trivial representation is denoted t, so that t(y, y')(x) — x for all x E 93(DC0).

Definition 1.3. Representations (51, a) and (51, ß) are

(i) conjugate, if there is a Borel map a: T -» Aut(93(3C0)) with a(y, y') =

o"(y)ß(Y> y'MyT' on some i.r. and

(ii) quasi-conjugate if a ® t and ß ® i are conjugate.

Evidently if $: (51, T, p) -» (?, Í2, »<) is an isomorphism and (S, ß) a representa-

tion, and we define ß-<b(y,y') = /?($(y), <I>(y')) then ß$ is a representation of

(5î, T, p). This action of Aut(5!, p) on the representations of 51 clearly preserves

conjugacy and quasi-conjugacy.

Definition 1.4. Representations (51, I\ p, a) and (§, S2, v, ß) are

(i) equivalent if ß ■ €> is conjugate to a for some isomorphism $, and

(ii) quasi-equivalent if ß <S> i is equivalent to a ® i.

Quasi-equivalence is denoted by (51, a) « (S, ß).

Definition 1.5. If (51, T, p, a) is a representation and O G Aut(5l, p), we say

$ G Aut(51, a) if a • $ is quasi-conjugate to a.

Lemma 1.6. 7/í> G Int(5¡, p) and (51, a) ¿s a representation, then $ G Aut(5l, a).

Proof. Choose a Borel map a: 51 -* 93(9C0) with unitary values and a(y, y') =

Ada(y, y'), and set a(y) = Ad a($(y), y). A straightforward computation now

shows a(y)a(y, y')o-(y')"1 = a($(y), $(y')).

Our primary interest is in quasi-equivalence classes of representations: as we shall

see they are intrinsically related to maximal abelian subalgebras of von Neumann

algebras, and thus to direct integrals of families of irreducible representations of

C*-algebras. The terminology is intentionally suggestive of that used in group

representation theory.
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2. Algebras of sections. Let a be a representation of (51, T, p) in %0.

Definition 2.1. A section for a is an essentially bounded Borel map y G E ->

x(y) G 33(3C0), where p(T - £) = 0, with a(y, y')(x(y')) = x(y) for all (y, y') E

* I*.
The set of all sections for a will be denoted S(a), which may evidently be

considered as a von Neumann algebra on L2(Y, p; %0) via (x£)(y) = x(y)£(y) for

x GS(a), |GL2(T, p;3C0).

Proposition 2.2. If (51, a) « a representation in %Q, then S(a ® i) = S(a) ®

S8(DC0).

Proof. Let » = 1 ® 1 ® 93 ( SC0 ) ç 33(L2(T, p; 9C0) ® 3C0). 93 is type I, and

33çS(a®t) so that 5(o O t) = (5(a ® i) D 33') ® 33. But if y ~y(y), y G

S(a ® t) n 33', we have y(y)x = xy(y) for all x E 33. Hence >>(y) = x(y) ® 1 G

33(3C0) ® 1. Since a(y, y')(x(y')) = x(y) on some i.r., S(a ® i) n 33' = 5(a) ® 1,

and S(a® t) = S(a) ® 93(9C0).

For every representation (51, a), S(a)' contains a copy of L°°(r, p), acting on

L2(T,fi; %0) in the obvious way; we denote this abelian subalgebra by &(T) (or

&(T, p) if necessary). The pair (S(a)', &(T)) will be denoted S'(5l, a).

In general, it may well occur that S(a) — C.l, necessitating the following

Definition 2.3. A representation (51, a) is replete if â(T) E S(a)' is a maximal

abelian subalgebra.

Roughly speaking, (51, a) is replete if for almost all y G T, {x(y): x G S(a)}

generates 33(!KC0) (see §3 for further discussion).

Given von Neumann algebras 91L, 91 with abelian (selfadjoint) subalgebras &, ift,

respectively, we say (91L,f2) is isomorphic with (91,55) if there is a normal

isomorphism k: 91L -> 91 with k(&) = <&. In this case we write (911, <£) « (91, 55).

Proposition 2.4. Let (51, T, p, a) and (§, ß, v, ß) be representations in %Q. If

(51, a) « (S, /?) i/iew S'(5l, a) « S'(S, ¿8).

Proof. Let i>: (51, I\ p) -» (S, ß, p) be an isomorphism, and y -» a(y) E

Aut(33(SC0)) be a Borel map with o(®(y))(ß ■ $(y, y') ® id) a ($(y'))"' = a(y, y')

® id on some i.r. of 51. Choose a Borel family of unitaries w G ß -» w(w) G 23(3C0)

with a(w) = Ad m(<o). From the above relation between a and /?, if to -» x(w) G

33(9C0) is a bounded Borel map then x E S(ß ® ¿) if and only if i G S(a ® t)

where x(y) = u($(y))x($(y))u($(y))*. Thus the unitary u: L2(ti, v; 3C0) -

L2(r,p;iK0) given by (h^Xy) = p(y)-'/2í($(y)), where p(y) = d\L/dv$(y),

implements an isomorphism of S(ß ® t) = 5(/i) ® S3(3C0) with 5(a) ® 33(3C0).

The conclusion is immediate.

The converse to 2.4. is false.

Example 2.5. Let (T, p) = (ß, v), let 51 be the equivalence relation generated by

an ergodic action of some countable group on (T, p), let S = T X T, and let

a = ß = í on the appropriate domain. By ergodicity, S(a) — 1 ® 33(3C0) = S(ß),

but in general, (51, a) is not quasi-equivalent with (S, /?).

Conditions under which the converse to 2.4 holds will be established in 3.6.
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3. Takesaki's equivalence relation. Takesaki, in [14], has shown how to associate to

each pair (911, 6B) consisting of a von Neumann algebra 9H with separable predual,

with a maximal abelian subalgebra â E 91L, an analytic equivalence relation

5l(9lL, 6E) on a standard measure space. Briefly, we may suppose 91L is represented

on a separable Hilbert space %, and choose a separable C*-algebra A E 911',

a-weakly dense in 911'. Decomposition of the identity representation iA of A over &,

iA — /® tta d¡i(y), gives rise to an analytic equivalence relation 51(911, &, A) on T

via (y, y') G 51(911, &, A) if and only if the irreducible representations tta and it*

are unitarily équivalant. By [14], different choices for A yield isomorphic equivalence

relations, as do different realizations of (911, &) on Hilbert space. We denote this

equivalence relation by 51(911, &). More however is involved; with the above

notation, we may choose a realization of (911, &) so that in the decomposition of iA

over 6?, we may assume each of the representations tta acts on a fixed Hilbert space

%0. Also, if for each (y, y') G 51(911, 6B, A) we let a^y, y') be the unique automor-

phism of 93(DC0) with a^y, y') ° tta — tta, then aA is a representation of

51(911, &, A). The proof which shows that the isomorphism class of 51(911, &, A)

depends only on the isomorphism class of (911, &) simultaneously shows that the

quasi-equivalence class of aA depends only on the pair (911, &). Since the operator

fields {tta(x); y E Y}, x E A, lie in S(aA), aA is replete. We denote by f(91L, &) =

(51(911, 61), a(91L, &)) the representation of 51(911, (£) obtained as above.

Proposition 3.1. 7/(911, &) « (91, 55) then <3"(91t, &) « 3"(9l, %).

Proof. See [14] for this result, stated in different language.

The converse to 3.1. fails also, as is seen by easy examples.

Note also that S'C5"(91t, <£)) v (911, &) may also occur. For example if & E 91L is

simple, so 51(911, &) = ((y, y): y G T}, then S'(5"(91t, &)) = (L°°(T, p) ® 1,

L°°(r, p) ® 1). (See [13] for examples of this phenomenon.) As noted in 2.5

9"(5'(5l, a)) * (51, a) may also occur; there <3"(S"(5l, t)) = (S, t).

Given a pair (911, éE) with & maximal abelian, we may construct a chain of such

pairs (91Ly, ffi), j > 0, by setting 91L0 = 91L, and, inductively (91L.+ 1,6l) =

S'(?T(911;, &)). Equally, given a replete representation (51, a), set 5l0 = 51, a0 = a

and (5ly+,,a>+1) = 5"(5'(51>, ay)), j > 0, and each (5l>; ay) is again a replete

representation. These chains both stabilize at j — 1, as seen in

Proposition 3.2. With the above notation

(i)91t, E 911; 51, D <Ôlandax = a on 51.

(ii) «r(9H, &) = S"(91t„ &).
(iii)5'(5l,a) = 5'(5ll,a,).

Proof, (i) Let (91L, &) be given, and A E 911' be as usual; let iA = //? mA dn(y)

be the decomposition over &. Since a^y, y')irAix) = tta(x) for x E A, A E S(aA)

and 911, = S(aA)' E 9H.

If (51, a) is given and A C 5(a) is a a-weakly dense separable C*-subalgebra with

decomposition iA = /* tta dix(y), we have tta(x) = x(y) a.e., so the second asser-

tion of (i) is clear.
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(ii) Let (91t, 6F) be given; by (i) it is enough to show 5l(91t,, 6?) C 5l(91t, &).

Let A E 91t', Ax E 91t', be a-weakly dense separable C*-subalgebras; since 91t, E

91t, we may assume Ax DA. Hence, in the decompositions iA = f® mA dfi(y),

iA¡ = j® TTA'dp.(y), we may assume tta< extends wA p-a.e. on I\ and the inclusion

5l(91t,,6t!) Ç 51 (91t, <$■) is apparent.

(iii) If (51, a) is given, then since a, extends a by (i), 5(a,) E S(a) and S(a)' E

5(a,)'. Conversely applying (1) to 5'(51, a) we see 5(a,)' E 5(a)' as required.

Definition 3.3. (i) A replete representation (51, a) is complete if S"(5'(5t, a)) =

(51, a).

(ii) A von Neumann algebra, maximal abelian subalgebra pair (9It, (S) is complete

if5'(<5"(91t, (£)) = (91t, <£).
There are evidently dual notions; by 3.2 pairs (51, a) and (91t, 6Ü) may be

"completed" (although in the case of von Neumann algebras this involves taking a

subalgebra of 911). As we shall see, if S, E 91t is regular and maximal abelian,

(91t, &) is complete; however, completeness is a more general notion than regularity.

The completion of a pair (51, a) should probably be thought of as a sort of

"maximal extension" of (51, a); an internal description of the completion of (51, a)

would be highly desirable, but this author is unable to find such a description.

The preceding discussion also indicates how to construct pairs (91t, &) with

specified 5l(91t, &). Let B be a separable C*-algebra, [it: y E Y) a measurable

family of irreducible representations of B on %0, and let p be a measure on T so that

TT = /® Trydp.(y) is faithful. Let S = {(y, y'): iry and iry. are unitarily equivalent},

and let ß be the representation of <S with ß(y, y') •7ry, = 77y for (y, y') G S.

Proposition 3.4. With the above notation, %(tt(B)', LX(T, p) ® 1) = (S, ß).

The proof follows as in 3.3(ii). Note the choice of p is almost completely arbitrary.

We now turn to automorphisms. Let (51, a) be a replete representation. We adopt

the following notations: (2(51, a) is the group of all Borel maps y -» w(y), with u(y)

unitary a.e., such that Ad u(y)-à(y, y') ■ Ad u(y')~x = à(y, y') on some i.r., where

«(Y* y') = «(Y. y') ® 'd and we identify maps if they agree a.e. (20(5l, a) is the

subgroup of (2(51, a) of maps with scalar values. Aut(51, a) is as in 1.5 and

Int(5l, a) = Int(5l, p) (C Aut(5l, a) by 1.6). For a pair (91t, 6P), Aut(91t, &) is

those automorphisms of 91t leaving & globally invariant and Int(91t, ($) = Int('flt)

n Aut(91t, &).

Proposition 3.5. 7/(51, a) is complete, there are exact sequences

1 -6(51, a) -Aut(5'(5l,a)) -Aut(5l,a) - 1

and

1 -»e0(&,a) - Int(5'(5l,a)) - Int(51, a) - 1.

Proof. Let y — u(y) be in (2(51, a), and let A E S(a) be as usual. Define a

unitary   u   on   L2(T, p; %0 ® 3C0)   by   (u£)(y) = u(y)£(y).   If   x ~ x(y) E

L°°(r, p; 33(X0 ® %0)), then uxu* ~ Ad u(y)(x(y)). Hence if x E S(á),

àiy,y')Huxu*)(y')) = â(y,y')-Ad«(y')(x(y))

= Ad w(y )á(y, y')(x(y')) = Ad u(y)xiy)
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on some i.r., and uS(á)u* C 5(a); thus Ad u defines an automorphism 8U of

S(a)' ® 1. and hence of 5(a)'.

Clearly, if « G (20(5î, a), 8U is inner. Conversely, if 8U is inner then, since 8u(a) = a

for all a E tP.(T) and a is replete, u has scalar values.

Let <p E Aut(5'(5l, a)) be arbitrary; passing to 5'(51, a) ® 1, we may assume

<p = Ad v for some unitary v. By [12], since <p(cF(r)) = 6t(T), wehaverp(/) = /•$-'

for some in vertible Borel map $: r —T with p-$ equivalent to p, for each

/GL°°(r, p). We show $ G Aut(51, a). By [13], v is of the form (o£)(y) =

»(y)I(^"'(y))Pí.(y)'/2 where p^y) = dp/dp- $"'(y) and u(y) is unitary. Since

<p G Aut(5(a)'), vS(á)v* = S(á). Thus if A Ç 5(a) is as usual, we may assume

vAv* = A. Now for x ~ x(y) E L°°(r, p; 33(3C0 ® %0)) we have

ttxx>* ~ v(y)x($-x(y))v(y)*.

Hence for x G A, tta(vxv*) = Ad o(y)7r$-i(y)(x) and so, tta ■ Ad v = Ad u(y)7T$-i( (

p-a.e. Thus, since (51, a) (and hence (51,5) also) is complete, we have

a(y, y')-tty- = Wy4 on some i.r. and hence Ad v(y)* -ä(y, y')-Ad v(y') implements

an isomorphism of Vny) w'm v¿-\yy Thus Ad v(y)* -à(y, y') ■ Ad v(y') =

à($-'(y), $_i(y')) and 3> G Aut(5î, a).

If <p is inner, oxu* = x for all x G A. and 7r/ is unitarily equivalent with tt£-i{ x for

almost all y.

We now show the maps <¡p G Aut(5'(5!, a)) - $ G Aut(5t, a) and Int(5'(5l, a))

-« Int(5l, a) are onto. Suppose 0 G Aut(5l, a) and y -> a(y) satisfies

c(y)a(y,y')a(y')"' = a($-'(y), *-'(y')).

Choose a Borel family y — v(y) of unitaries with a(y) = Ad v(y)*, (a(y) E

Aut(33(lX0)) remember), and define a unitary v on L2(T, p; %0 ® 3C0) by (o|)(y)

= üíyíK^'VyÍÍPcdÍy)172. as above; a routine computation shows that Ad v(S(a))

= 5(a) and that Ad v(f) =/•$"' for /G 6?(T). Note that if $ is inner, then

choosing a Borel map (y, y') G 51 - a(y, y'), with a(y, y') unitary on %0 ® %0 and

«(Y. y') = Ad fl(y, y') (as in 1.6), we may choose v(y) in the above discussion with

v(y) — a(<b~x(y), y)*. Now for x E 5(a) we have

vxv* ~-v(y)x(<l>-l(y))v(y)* = Ada(<t>-]iy),y)*ixi<l>-xiy))

= a(y,<D-|(y))(x(<ï>-|(Y)) = x(y),

so that vxv* — x and Ad v defines an inner automorphism of 5(a)*.

The remaining step in the proofs is trivial, and left to the reader.

Corollary 3.6. If (51, a) and (S, ß) are complete, then 5'(5l, a) « 5'(§, ß) if

andonlyif(6Ä,a)~($,ß).

The proof is immediate from 2.4 and the considerations of 3.5.

There is an evident dual proposition concerning Aut(5"(91t, 6B)), and a corollary

dual to 3.6 for complete pairs (91t, 6E) and (91, 55) which we omit.

We return to an example.

Example 3.7. Let T = IIZ2, and let iry, y E T, be a Borel family of irreducible

representations of the 2 X 2-U.H.F. algebra such that Try is unitarily equivalent to tt .
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if and only if y — y' G IIZ2 (such families clearly exist). Let p be a Borel measure on

T such that p is singular with respect to fig for all g E G = IIZ2, where pJ£) =

H(E + g). From 3.4, we obtain a pair (91t, &) with <3"(91t, â) = (S, I\ p, /?) where

S is generated by translation by G on I\ Since each <t> G Int(S, p) is in the full group

of G, i.e. locally translation by some element of G (see [3,4,5]), and none of these

transformations preserve the class of p (except the identity), Int(91t, &) = (20(5l, a),

and 6E E 91t is singular in the sense of [14]. However, & E 91t is not simple in the

sense of [14], thus answering a question raised in [14].

4. Comparison of (91t, 6?) with 5l(91t, &) and completeness. We fix â E 91t, a

maximal abelian subalgebra, and relate properties of (91t, 6?) to those of ÍT(91t, éE).

We shall say that an analytic equivalence relation (51, T, p) is countable nonsingular

if 5l(y) is countable for almost all y G T, and if whenever E E T is Borel and null,

p(5l(£)) = 0. Feldman and Moore [4,5] have axiomatized these equivalence rela-

tions; they are precisely those which may be generated by nonsingular actions of

countable groups on (T, p).

Theorem 4.1. & Ç 91t« regular if and only //(91t, &) « 5'(5l, a) for some replete

representation of some countable nonsingular equivalence relation (51, T, p).

Proof. Suppose & E 91t is regular, and let {ug: g E G) be a countable group of

unitaries in 91t, normalizing 6E, and, together with 6E, generating 91t. Denote the

point realization of G on 6E = L°°(I\ p) by (y, g) E T X G -» yg E T; each trans-

formation y -» yg preserves the class of p, and we write p(y, g) = dp,(-g)/d¡x.(y),

where fi(Eg) = p( ■ g)(E), for E ET, Borel (see [12]).

If 91t acts on %, we may suppose that in the decomposition % = /® %(y) dp.(y)

over 6E that %(y) = %0 a.e., and that each ug is expressed as (ugl-)(yg) =

P(Y, g)~i/2ug(y)è(y), where wg(y) is unitary on %Q [13]. Note that if Egh — {y G Y:

yg = yft} corresponds to the projection egh E 6B, u*uhegh commutes with 6E, which

is maximal abelian, so that uheg h = zugegh for some z E 6E. Thus ug(y) = z(y)uh(y)

on Egh, for some z(y) G T, and there is a well-defined representation a of the

equivalence relation 51 generated by the action of G on (T, p) given by a(yg, y) =

Ad ug(y).

We claim (91t, &) = 5'(5l, a). Note x E 5(a) if and only if for each g EG,

Mg(Y)*(Y) = x(yg)ug(y) a.e., and thus if and only if ugx = xug (since (ugx£)(yg) =

P(Y, g)"'/2"g(YWy), and similarly for xug). Thus 5(a) = L°°(r, p; 33(5C0)) n

{i/g}', and so 5(a)' is generated by L°°(r, p) ® 1 and [ug: g E G}.

Conversely, if (91t, 6E) = 5'(5l, a) with 51 countable nonsingular, we may choose

a countable group G and a nonsingular action of G on (T, p) which generates 51.

Also, choosing a Borel map a: (y, y') E 51 -> a(y, y') G 33(DC0) with a(y, y') unitary

and a(y, y') = Ad a(y, y') on some i.r. of 51, we may define unitaries ug on

L2(T,n;%0) by (wg£)(yg) = a(yg, y)p(y, g)"1/2^(y). The preceding argument

shows that x E 5(a) if and only if x E &' D {ug}' so that & E S(a)' is regular, since

uflu* = &.
Thus if & E 91t is regular, 5"(91t, 6E) is the completion of a representation (51, a)

with 51 countable nonsingular. Also
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Corollary 4.2. 7/6E Ç 91t is regular maximal abelian, then (91t, 6?) is complete.

As promised we now show that completeness properly generalizes regularity.

Example 4.3. Let {wy: y G IIZ2} be the representations of Example 3.7, and let

(51, 53) be the naturally associated equivalence relation and representation, so that

ß(y, Y')-*V = "V- Let (9t, 6?) = 5'(5t, ß). If 91t is the algebra of 2.7, then since

91t D 9t D 6f and 6E C 91t is singular, 6? is singular in 9t. On the other hand (9t, 6E)

is by definition complete.

Example 4.4. Let

i/1,     m,     t\ 1 /l,     0,     0\
G=      0,      1,     n \:m,nEZ, i6R  ,   g„ =    0,     1,     n\

[\0,     0,     1/ j \0,    0,     1/

and H E G be the subgroup given by n = 0. (So 77 is isomorphic with Z X R.) Let

pç be the representation of 77, pJ^m, t) = exp/(< + m<p) (this representation is

denoted X\.v in [9,p. 296]). Set ^ = Ind^ and tt = j^TTvd<p. It is easily checked

that (after taking the Fourier transform), it and tt may be realized via

ÍTTÍgn)t)i<p,s) = ei"°Ci<p,s)

(Tr(m,r)Ç)(cp,s) = eilr+mv)t(<p, s + m)
£GL2(Rx[0,2tt)),

and

The ^ are irreducible, and 7^ is unitarily equivalent with ir , if and only if

<p - <p' = 27TÂ: + / for some k, I E Z. Also if (u(<p', <p )£)(•*) = eih£(s) (| G

L2([0,277))) where <jp' = m — 2mh — I, then Ad u(q>', <p)-TT<f) = tt ..

Thus if 91t, = tt(G)', 51(91t,, L°°(R) ® 1) = 51 is generated by the action of

Z X Z on R given by <p-(k,l) = <p- 2irk - I (k, I E Z). Thus if 91t E 9lt, is

the von Neumann subalgebra generated by the normalizer of L°°(R) ® 1 in

91t,, 51(91t, L°°(R) ® 1) = 51 also. But (see proof of 4.1), 91t is generated on

L2(R X [0,2tt)) by operators of the form a ® 1, a E L°°(R) and unl = v„, ® \,

where (vk ,¿Xv) = £(ç> ~ 2Trk - I) (for ¿ G L2(R)) and (X,v)(s) = e"JTj(j) (for

t, G L2([0,27r))).

Note that if there is a conditional expectation from 91t to 6E, then by Feldman and

Moore [5], 91t is the crossed product of L°°(R) by the above (free, ergodic) action of

Z X Z. (Note 51 is hyperfinite as an equivalence relation by [3], and so all problems

of second cohomology for 51 disappear by [4].) With the observation that the

representations (k, I) -» ukl and (k, I) -» uk , ® X/i OI Z X Z are not quasi-equiva-

lent, the desired result follows from

Proposition 4.5. Let G be countable group acting freely on (T, p) and tt be a

representation of G on %. Let 91t be the algebra on L2(T, p) ® % generated by the

operators a ® 1, a E LX(T, p) and u   =v ® ir(g) where (vMy)) = p(y, g)x/2£(yg)
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on L2(T,n). Suppose LX(T, p) ® 1 is maximal abelian in 91t. Then if there is a

conditional expectation from 91t to 6?, the representation u is quasi-equivalent to the

regular representation of G.

Proof. If such an expectation exists, L°°(r, p) ® 1 is Cartan and (91t, £°°(r, p)

® 1) ~ (9t, L°°(r, p) ® 1) where 91 is the crossed product of £°°(r, p) by G. Let k

denote the isomorphism indicated above, so /c(a® 1) = û® 1 (a £ L°°(T, p)). If

wg = vg ® ^#) on -^2^' J11) ® l2(G)' where X is the regular representation, we have

x(ug) — agwg for some a% E L°°(T, p) ® 1, since fc(wg) and wg induce the same

automorphism of £°°(r, p) ® 1. Clearly a h = ag Ad wg(ah). By [13,2.1.5] we can

write ag = a*Ad wg(a) for some unitary a G L°°(r, p) ® /°°(G), and hence /c(u ) =

a*wgfl. So g —■ ug is quasi-equivalent with g -» wg, which in turn is quasi-equivalent

to A.

We remark that 4.4 gives a nontrivial example of an extension of LX(R) by Z X Z

which is not regular in the sense of [13]. We shall also see, in 5.8, criteria similar in

spirit to 4.5 which characterize those pairs (51, a) for which @(T) E 5(a)' is a

Cartan subalgebra.

We say that an equivalence relation 51 on (T, p) is ergodic if each set 5l(£)

(E ET; Borel) is either null or conull.

Proposition 4.6. Let (91t, & ) = 5'(5L, a) with a replete. Then 91t is a factor if and

only //(5L, a) is ergodic.

Proof. Let e ¥= 0,1 be a central projection in 9lt, and let Ax C (91te)', A-, E

(91t(l — e))' be dense separable C*-algebras. A — Ax © A2 is then separable and

a-weakly dense in 91t'. MEET corresponds to e E 6?, then the decomposition of

iA over 6? has the form iA = jE mydp.(y) ® ¡®_Epydv(y) when try has the form

■ny(ax ® a2) = TTy(ax), and py has the form py(ax © a2) = py(a2) for some represen-

tations tt of Ax and py of A2. Since kerT^ D A2, kerpy, D Ax for all y G £,

y' G T — £, no two of the representations Try, y E E, and py,, y' E T — E, are

equivalent, and §(£) = £, where % = 5l(91t, &). Since §.(£) = £, 5t(£) = £ also,

as 51 E S, and 51 is not ergodic.

Conversely, if £ Ç T and 5l(£) = £, we may clearly identify 5(a) with 5(a \E) ©

5(a|r_£) where aE and ar_E are the obvious restrictions on 5t|£ and 5l|r_£.

Clearly the projection e E <S,(T) corresponding to £ E T is central in S(a)'.

Recall that an equivalence relation 51 on (T, p) is smooth if there is a conull Borel

set £ CJ T and a Borel set C E E which meets each equivalence class of 511,., precisely

once. We refer to such a set C as a section.

Proposition 4.7. Let 6B E 91t be complete. Then 91t is type I // and only if

5l(91t, 61) is smooth.

Proof. Suppose 91t is type I. Using 4.6, we may reduce to the case where 911 is a

factor; thus we may assume 91t=33(3C). Clearly then. 5t(91t, &) = T X T is

smooth.

Conversely suppose 5t(91t, 6E) is smooth, and let C be a section for 5L(91t, 6E); let

tt: T -» C be the projection and p = /<? ¡icdv(c) be the decomposition of p with
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respect to ir. Standard techniques now show 5(a) = f® S(ac) dv(c) is the central

decomposition of 5(a) (using 4.6), where ac is the restriction of a to tt'x(c); we can

thus reduce to the case where 5l(91t, &) is transitive on T. Fix y0 G T, and for

x E S3(9C0), define x E L°°(T, p; 33('X0)) by Jc(y) = a(y, y0)(x). Trivially, x E

5(a), and the map x — i is a normal isomorphism of 93(3C0) with 5(a), and so 91tis

type I.

We note that it may well happen that (91t, 6E) « 5(51, a) is type I without 51

being smooth—see Example 2.5.

Recall that Zimmer in [17] has given a definition of amenability for countable,

nonsingular equivalence relations (51, T, p). Briefly, if ß is a representation of 51 as

isometric isomorphisms on a separable Banach space £, and if y -» C(y) is a Borel

field of compact convex subsets of £* with a*(y, y')(C(y')) = C(y), then there is a

Borel map y — x(y) E C(y) with a*(y, y')(x(y')) = x(y) p-a.e. Here the topology

in £* is the a(E*, E) topology, and a* is the adjoint representation.

Theorem 4.8. Let 51 be countable, nonsingular and amenable, and let a be a replete

representation o/(51, T, p) on %0. Then 5(a) is an approximately finite von Neumann

algebra.

Proof. We follow [17, Theorems 2.1 and 3.6] indicating only those points where

changes are necessary. In particular, as in [17] it is enough to show there is a

conditional expectation of L°°(r, p; 33(DC0)) onto 5(a).

Let {vg; g EG] be as in the proof of 4.1, so (vgH)(yg) = a(y, yg)p(y, g)~x/2i(y)

for | G L2(T, p; %0). The operators vg replace the operators LJg in Zimmer's proof.

The only part of Zimmer's proof [17, Theorem 2.1] which requires checking is his

Lemma 2.3, which we restate and prove below.

Lemma 4.9 [17, Lemma 2.3]. Let (51, T, p), a, vg be as above, and let xE

LX(T, p; S3(3C0)). Let Cr(x) be the weakly closed convex hull of {l"fvgi x v£-

f Eâ(T), /»O, 11fi= \,andgiEG,i= 1.n). Then CT(x) n {vg}'^'0.

Proof. Let x~x(y), and define xg(y) = a(y, yg~x)(x(yg~x)); in fact xg =

vgxv*. By Lemma 2.2 of [17], Cy(x) = weakly closed convex hull of {xg(y): g E G)

is weakly compact, and y -» Cy(x) is a Borel field. Furthermore, for h E G, we have

a(yh, y)(xg(y)) = a(yh, y)a(y, yg"')(x(y))

= a(y/i, yg"')(x(y)) = xgiyh)

so that a(y, y')(C(y')) = C(y) on some i.r. of 51. Finally, a is a dual representation,

for if we let 5"C denote the trace class operators on %0, and identify 33(3C0) with

<5e* we may define at by <a#(y, y')(£), x)= (T, a(y, y')_1(x)> for T E 6J(2 and

x E 33(i)C0), so that (a^)* — a. Thus there is, by amenability, a Borel map y -> y(y)

E Cy(x) with a(y,y')(y(y')) = y(y) p-a.e. Since ||j(y)II is essentially bounded,

y E 5(a) and y E {ug}'. The proof that ^ G CT(x) is exactly as in [17].

The remainder of the proof of 4.8 follows exactly as in [17].
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5. Cohomology and dominance. Let (51, T, p) be an analytic equivalence relation;

a Borel map u: 51(2) = {(y„ y2, y3): (y,, y2) G 51, (y2, y3) G 51} ^ T will be termed

a 2-cocycle if w(y2, y3, y4)w(y,, y2, y4) = w(y,, y3, y4)w(y,, y2, y3) on 5l<2) \E =

{(Y|.Y2>Y3) e ^<2>: YhY2-Y3 G £} where £ is conull and Borel. A cocycle co is

reduced if w(y,, y2, y3) = 1 whenever y, = y2 or y2 = y3, and we identify cocycles if

they agree on some 5l(2) \E where ¡x(T — E) = 0. The group of all reduced cocycles

is denoted Z2(5t, T). A cocycle « is a coboundary if w(y,, y2, y3) =

b(yx, yi)b(yx, y^)~^b(y2, y3) for some Borel map b: 51 — T, and in this case we write

w = db. The group of all coboundaries is denoted 7i2(5l,T), and the quotient

Z2(5l,T)/7i2(5t,T) by 772(51,T). The reader will find an extensive development of

the cohomology of countable nonsingular equivalence relations in [4],

If   $ G Aut(5l, p)   and   w G Z2(5t, T)   then    with   $(w)(y,, y2, y3) =

ío(í>-'(y,), 4>-'(y2), ®~x(y3)) we have $(ío) G Z2(5l,T); evidently, if w G52(51,T)

then $(«) G 7i2(5l,T) and we have a well-defined action of Aut(5l, p) on /72(5l,T).

If a is a representation of (51, T, p), choose a Borel map a: 51 -» 33(9C0) with

unitary values and a(y,, y2) = Ad a(yx, y2) on some i.r. 6A\,,; we write a = Ad a.

Since a(y,, y2)a(y2, y3) = a(y,, y3) we have a(yx, y2)a(y2, y3)co(y,, y2, y3) =

a(yx, y3) for some Borel map w: 51<2> |£ -» T.

Proposition 5.1. With notation as above

(i) to G Z2(5t,T), and the class of to in /72(51,T) depends only on the conjugacy

class of a; we write this class as da or da, as convenient.

(ii) Ifa = ß<bx for some® E Aut(5t, p), then da = <b(dß).

(iii) 7/a, ß are representations o/(5t, T, p) then d(a ® ß) = da ■ dß.

Proof, (i) That w G Z2(5l, T) results from the equality

(a(y,,y2)a(y2,y3))a(Y3,y4) = a(yx, y2)(a(y2, Y3)a(Y3. Y4))

on R \E.

If a = Adô for some unitary Borel map b: 5l|/;. -> 33(0Co), then a(y,,y2) =

c(Y|, Y2)^(Yi> Y2) f°r some Borel c: 51, -» T, and da = dc ■ dß. If

a(y, y') ® id = Ad u(y)(ß(y, y') ® id)Ad w(y')*,

then

ü(y,,y2)® 1 =c(y,,y2)M(y,)(r;(y|,y2)® l)u(y2)*,

where a = Ad a, ß = Ad b, and c: 511,, — T is Borel; again 3a = dc ■ dß.

(ii) and (iii) are trivial and left to the reader.

Definition 5.2. (i) The orbit under Aut(5l, p) in 7/2(5l,T) determined by the

quasi-equivalence of a representation (51, a) will be denoted A(5l, a), and termed

the fundamental class of (51, a).

(ii) If 6E E 91tis maximal abelian, we set A(91t, &) = A(üJ(91t, &)).

Definition 5.3. A representation (51, a) is flat if A(5l, a) is trivial in 772(5l,T).

A pair (91t, &) is flat if 3"(91t, 61) is flat.
It seems difficult to establish the existence of representations with a specified

fundamental class, except in the special case of "measured equivalence relations" in
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the terminology of [6], or of "standard Borel principal groupoids with transverse

measure and proper transverse function" in the terminology of [2], Despite the

manifest advantages of Connes viewpoint [2], we will adopt that of [6] since it is

closer to the needs of the remainder of the paper, and since many of the results to

which we will need to appeal appear in the literature only in this language.

According to [6], a principal measured groupoid is a system (51, T, p, i>)> where

(51, T, p) is an analytic equivalence relation, and c is a measure on 51 with

properties given below. Let r: 51 -» T, r(y, y') = y, and let v = /® vydv(y) be the

decomposition of v with respect to r. Note that if (y, y') G 51, there is an associated

transformation T(y, y'): r"'(y') -» r'\y) given by (T(y, y'))(y', y") = (y, y"). For

(51, T, p, v) to be a measured groupoid we demand that

(i) v ■ r(y, y') is equivalent to vy, on some i.r.

(ii) v(E~x) = v(E) for £ Ç T Borel, where £"' = {(y, y'): (y', y) G £}.

(iii) v is equivalent to p.

The reader should consult [6,7,4] for a more complete discussion. In particular, it

is shown in [6] that we may change v within its equivalence class to attain

vy • t(y, y') = Vy, on some i.r., while maintaining (iii) but not (ii). We refer to (v, v) as

a Haar measure for 51. All equivalence relations arising from nonsingular actions of

second countable locally compact groups admit natural structures as measured

groupoids; if 51 is countable nonsingular, the measures v above may be taken as

counting measures.

The "dictionary" between the language above and that of [2] is the following; the

family {vy: y E T) of measures above (satisfying the invariance condition) is

precisely what Connes calls a transverse function; the measure v above is nothing

but Connes' measure A„ on T determined by some transverse measure A on 51. One

of the principal differences between the theories lies in the treatment of null sets,

those of Connes being saturated and A „-null, while those of Hahn are simply v- (or

p-) null.

In what follows we construct what effectively are the concrete projective analogue

of Connes' "square integrable" representations in a different language. Essentially

all of Connes' results for square integrable representations persist for projective

representations; the only one which we need subsequently is proven below (Theorem

5.7), and we leave the remainder to the interested reader.

Example 5.4. Let 51 be a principal measured groupoid with Haar measure (v, p),

and decomposition v = J® vydfi(y). Note that for | G £2(5l, v), if £ ~ ¿(y) in the

decomposition L2(5l, v) = f® £2(r"'(y), vy)d\n.(y), then we may take (|(y))(y') =

£(y, y')fory' G r~\y).

Set %(y) = L2(r~x(y),vy); considering if necessary L2(5l, v) ® %0, we may

assume %(y) is isomorphic with 3C0 for all y G T.

Let coGZ2(5l,T) and define unitaries tu(yx, y2): %(y2) - %(yx) by

C"(Y„ Y2)É)(Y) = "(Y, Y„ Y2)"'£(Y), for (y„ y2) G 51 and y G r~x(yx). (Note: this is

the unitary Wa of [7, Example 3.11], with the identification a((y,, y2), (y2, y3)) =

w(y,, y2, y3).) The fact that i"(y,,y2) is unitary is equivalent to the property

Vy • t(y, y') = Vy, of Haar measure. Also, for £ G %(y3), we have
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(^(Yl,Y2)íw(Y2,Y3)l)(y) = w(Y,y,,y2)",co(y,y2,y3)-|£(y)

= w(Yi.Y2.Y3)''w(Y,Y|,Y3)_1£(y)

= W(y,,y2,y3r1(/"(Y1.Y3)¿)(Y)

so   that  w(Y,,Y2,y3)ílJ(Y|,y2)í<*)(Y2,Y3) = í"(y,,y3)  and   the  map  (y, y') G 51->

Tw(y, y') = Ad r"(y, y') is a representation of 51 in %0.

Proposition 5.5. With notation as above

(i) S'(R, t") = [XU(R)", &(T)}, where X" is the left regular ^-representation of

(5i,r,p).
(ii) A(5l, x") = A(5'(5l, tu)) is the class determined by u.

Proof, (i) is the content of [7, Theorem 4.3]. Note also that t" is replete, by

[7, Theorem 5.1].

(ii) That A(5t, t") is the class determined by u follows from the above computa-

tion; to establish that A(5'(5t, tu)) = A(51, r") it is enough to show °T(5'(5l, t10))

= (51, t") is complete.

Proposition 3.2 shows that 5"(5'(51, t")) extends (51, t"), although this may be

checked directly using the fact that 5(51, t") is generated by operators

(^"(/)l)(Yl,Y2)//(Y2,Y)ô(Y2,Y)l/2^(y2,y,y3)£(yl,y)^Y:(Y)

on L2(5l, j'), where ô is the modular function of (51, T, p, v) and / is a suitably

restricted complex valued Borel function on 51 (see [7, Theorem 4.3] and the

discussion preceding it). The decomposition of tt" over t£(T) is given then by

representations tt" on %(y ) of the form

(<(/)í)(Y2)=//(Y2-Y)0(Y2,Y),/2ío(y2,y,y,)|(y)^Y:(y).

Note that 5(51, t") contains a copy of £°°(r, p), this time acting via operators

£>„, <p E LX(T, p), where (D^)(y, y') = cp(y')£(y, y') on £2(5t, v). If Dv ~ Dv(y)

in the decomposition over ¿(T), (7JL,(y)£)(Y') = <p(y')|(y'). Let A be a weakly

dense separable C*-subalgebra of 5(51, t") containing the characteristic functions

of a countable separating family of Borel sets in T. If « is a unitary which intertwines

tta and tta, then u is of the form (u£)(yx) = c(y,)£($(y,)) for £ G %(y), where 0:

(r~x(y), vy) -» (r"'(y'), vy.) is an isomorphism and c: r'x(y) -> C is Borel, since Ad u

carries Lx(r'x(y), vy) to L°°(r-X(y'), vy,). But

(M<(7)J|)(y,) = c(yM<¡>(yx))ei<i>(yx))

and

«(Z)JM£)(y,) = m(y,)c(y1)£($(y,)),

so <p(Yi) = <p(®(y\)) for all <p in some separating family, and <S? is the identity; thus

(y, y') G 51 and (51, t") is complete as required.

The representations t" constructed above have many interesting properties.
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Definition 5.6. Let (51, a) be a representation, a is said to be dominant if for all

flat representations (51, ß), a*® ß is quasi-equivalent to a.

The following theorem is not surprising in view of the known facts concerning the

regular representation of locally compact groups—see also [3, §6, Theorem 10].

Theorem 5.7. Let (51, T, p, v) be a principal measured groupoid, and a a represen-

tation of 51 on %0, with w G A(5t, a). Then a is dominant if and only if a is

quasi-equivalent to t".

Proof. It is sufficient to show that for a G Z2(5l,T), and for a a representation

of 51 with 3a = u, we have t'^o^t"". For this then irriplies that if a is dominant,

a*T®«*T", and, assuming a is flat, r" ® a » t° is dominant.

Let a — Ad a, with 3a = to, and let t° = Ad t" be as in Example 5.4, for

a G Z2(51,T). Sot"® a = Ad(t° ® a). Define a unitary w(y) on L2(r~x(y), vy; %0)

by (m(y)O(y') = û(y', y)£(y')- Then we compute

(M(y,)(i°(y,,Y2)®a(y,,y2))M(y2)*!)(y)

= a(y, y,)w(y, y,, y2)"'a(y,, y2)a(y, y2)*£(y)

= (9a)(y, y,, y2)"'to(y, y,, y2)"'£(y)

= ((^0(y,,Y2)®i)^(y).

Thus t° ® a « t°" as required.

Corollary 5.8. Let 6? Ç 91t be complete and maximal abelian. Then 62 is Cartan if

and only if 5l(91t,6E) is countable nonsingular, and 5"(91t, 62) « (5l(91t, 62), t")

where a E A(91t,62).

Proof. It 6E is Cartan, then 5l(91t, 62) is countable nonsingular by [8]. From [5]

(91t, 6E) is generated from the projective regular representation of 51 = 5L(91t, 6E)

for some cocycle a, so by 5.5(1), (911, 62) « 5'(5l, t°) for some a E Z2(5t, T). But it

is straightforward to check that a G A(91t, 62).

The converse follows by [7, Theorem 4.3], as 62 is complete.

Corollary 5.9. LetS-E 91t, 55 E 9t¿><? Cartan subalgebras. Then the following are

equivalent:

(i)(91t,62)~(9t,55),
(ii)er(91t, 62)~?i(9t, 55),
(üi)A(91t,ffi) = A(9t,55).

6. Galois theory. Let (51, a) be a complete, replete representation, and set

(91t, &) — 5'(5l, a). We wish to demonstrate a lattice isomorphism between equiva-

lence relations S E 51 with (S, a) complete, and von Neumann subalgebras 9t C 91t

containing 6B, and for which (91, &) is complete.

Let §,, S2 E 51 be equivalence relations, with S, A S2 = S, D S2, and let (S, V

S2, a) be the completion of (§, a), where S is the equivalence relation generated by

S, and S2. (Simple examples show that S may fail to be complete even if S, and S2

are complete.) Similarly for von Neumann algebras 9t,, 9t2 with 62 Ç 9t- Ç 91t,
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j = 1,2, let 9t, V 9t2 denote the algebra which they generate, and (9t, A 9t2, 62)

the completion of (9t, n 9t2, 62).

Lemma 6.1. (i) //(§, a),j = 1,2, are complete, so is (S, A §2, a).

(ii) 7/(9ty-, 62),;' = 1,2, are complete, so is (9t, V 9t2, 62).

Proof, (i) Let Ajt j= 1,2, be dense separable C*-subalgebras of 5'(S,a)

respectively, and let A E 5'(S, fl S2, a) be dense and separable. Clearly we may

assume that A- E A,j — 1,2, and hence that

5l(5(S, n S2)', 62(r)) ç 51(5(5,)', 62(r)) n 5t(5(S2)', 62(r)).

Thus if S, and S2 are complete 51(5(5, n S2)', 62(T)) ç S, n S2. The reverse

inclusion is automatic by 3.2, and so S, A S2 is complete if S, and S2 are.

(ii) Let (91,., 62) be complete, and S, = 51(91,., 62),/ = 1,2, so that 9t, = 5(Sy, a)',
j — 1,2. The desired result now follows from the obvious relation 5(S, V §2, a) =

5(S|, a) n 5(§2, a), which holds for arbitrary subequivalence relations S, and S2.

Proposition 6.2. Let (51, a) be complete and replete. Then the map S ç 51 -»

5(S, a)' determines a lattice isomorphism between the set of subequivalence relations %

of 51 with (S, a) complete (identified up to null sets), and the set of von Neumann

subalgebras 9t E 91t with (9t, 62) complete. Thus for complete %x, S2 E 51, we have

5(S, AS2,a)' = 5(S,,a)'A5(S2,a)'

and

5(S, VS2,a)' = 5(S,,a)'V5(S2,a)'.

Proof. Since we restrict to complete subrelations and subalgebras, the indicated

map is a bijection. That it is a lattice isomorphism follows from 6.1.

The above Galois correspondence is well known for crossed products of abelian

algebras by discrete groups, and for some other cases as well (see [1,16]).
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